KAVAS
“Grab to go” Face Shields

The Stumpp Schuele & Somappa (3S) Group is a proudly Indian owned company that
straddles several businesses in manufacturing and technology. The flagship company
- Stumpp Schuele & Somappa Springs has a 70-year distinguished track record in
manufacturing and is the largest producer of high-quality springs in India for
automotive & other domains. The group also has interests in defense & aerospace and
personal safety equipment.

The current global stockpile of
PPE is insufficient due to Surging
global demand.

To keep pace with surging demand, we have
incorporated the use of a simple design, high
quality but economic materials and scalable,
advanced manufacturing techniques
Our current capacity of 200,000 pieces per
week is the result of a highly scalable
industrial process. We can easily expand to
multiples of this figure and avoid dependency
on inefficient processes like 3 D printing

SHIELD

Designed for procedures and
environments where risks of
exposure to blood and/or bodily
fluids through splashing is possible

The Face shields use a headband
designed to maximize airflow to
prevent fogging and maintain high
visibility

210 mm

The “Grab to go” Face Shields were designed
to serve a simple function:
To provide an affordable and convenient to use
product that offers protection against splash
and splatter of fluid borne pathogens

FACE

It can also be worn over
prescription eyewear and face
masks, an attribute that is a
“must-have” for healthcare and
industrial use

KAVAS

kvasa

The large size of the visor allows for more face coverage ensuring better protection.
The shields provide enhanced coverage and are available in full length of 210 mm

USE & SANITATION
HOW TO WEAR
The visor can be cleaned with
sanitizing solutions and re-used
with limited washes
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Hold the forehead rest on one
hand and the strap in the other
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Place the piece on your forehead while
use the other hand to pull the elastic
and slide over the back of your head

However, its not advisable to treat it as a re-usable
product beyond as there is a risk of pathogens
settling in onto some surfaces beyond a point

HEALTHCARE
9591177067

Industrial
9738382893

Manufacturing
9743458772

Banking
& Retail

Transportation

9632866875

Food
Processing

9591177067

CONTACT US
COVID19@ssssprings.com, shields@ssssprings.com

Presently our customers include all major multi-speciality hospitals :
Apollo Hospitals, Narayana Hrudayalaya, Columbia Asia, Fortis, St John’s Medical College, MS Ramiah
Medical College
Besides hospitals & diagnostic centres, the product has also been widely distributed to local Govt
and is also being used in industrial & manufacturing companies

www.ssssprings.com/kavas
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